The DDAS Observes the 9th May 2016 Transit of Mercury
A Report by Anthony Southwell
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On Monday 9 May there was going to be a Transit of Mercury, where Mercury passes in front of the
disk of the Sun. These Transits are fairly rare, about thirteen such Transits each Century. If you
missed this one you will have to wait until November 2019 for the next one, miss that one, and you
will be waiting until November 2032.
The DDAS decided to observe this fascinating demonstration of the ‘mechanics’ of the Solar System,
and we decided, rather hastily, to make this Transit observation a public event. We would observe the
Transit from Alvaston Park, where we take part in the annual Alvaston Park Stargazing Live events.
So our Secretary, Brian Dodson got in touch with Katie Smith in order to get the wheels in motion.
Once we had all the preliminaries in place we could plan for the event, that’s when the DDAS Public
Relations Officer (PRO), namely yours truly, sprang into action. I sent notifications for this event to the
Derby Evening Telegraph and Radio Derby; I was even called into Radio Derby for an interview on
the Sally Pepper programme to discuss the discovery of three exo-planets around a red dwarf star
and also to talk about the ongoing Eta Aquarid Meteor Shower. Whilst I was at Radio Derby I decided
to ‘plug’ the DDAS Transit of Mercury, so I did. Now all we had to do was to wait and see what the
weather would do on the day.
I booked the day off; I was not going to miss this! I awoke on that Monday morning to be greeted by a
beautifully clear and sunny sky, for once the weather was with us! I was so excited, when these
astronomical events occur, you can almost be assured that the weather would spoil them, but not this
time!
I got myself ready, my
telescope
accessories,
cameras, mobile phone,
packed lunch, four bottles of
water, and most importantly,
a bag of jelly babies. As I
was getting ready Radio
Derby called me and asked
me what time I would be at
Alvaston Park, I told them
and then the Producer who
called me, who worked on
the Sally Pepper Show,
asked if they could send a
radio car out to the Park and
could I do a short interview
about the Transit. I said yes,
of course, it is all good PR
for the DDAS.

DDAS Members and their Telescopes at Alvaston Park.
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So I set off for the Park in
high spirits. Our new Chairman, Libby, would be transporting my 6-inch Skywatcher Newtonian
Reflecting Telescope to the Park, with it would be a home-made solar filter made by Brian Dodson
originally for his own 5-inch Reflector, but he modified it for use with my 6-inch before he went on
holiday

I got to the Park and the Radio Derby outside broadcast car was waiting for me. Dave Selfe, Robert
Seymour and Nick Cowling were also there, soon after Libby turned up with her 8” Dobsonian and my
6” Newtonian, later on Mike Dumelow arrived and later still Peter Branson, and Katie Smith turned up
and stayed for a while before going back to work. Later in the afternoon Ged Stringer turned up with
his two sons.

Society’s Lunt Solar Telescope set up for observing the Transit.
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We had a good selection of Telescopes at this event, my 6” Newtonian, Libby’s 8” Dobsonian, Dave
Selfe’s Skywatcher Refractor, Mike Dumelow’s 3-inch Refractor (which would be used for projecting
the Sun’s image by the use of a shoe box attached to the focusing tube and, via a diagonal, projecting
the Sun’s image on to a piece of plain paper), Robert Seymour’s 5-inch Apochromatic Refractor, and
finally, the Society’s own Lunt Solar Telescope, which was transported to the Park by Libby. This was
the Lunt’s first event and the first time we had used it for Solar observing. So in total we had six
telescopes available for the public to observe the Transit with. After being interviewed on the Sally
Pepper Show by the outside broadcast reporter, who incidentally, stayed around to do a bit of Transit
observing himself, I then set up my telescope.
The day itself went brilliantly; we had a steady stream of people come to us to have a look through
our telescopes at the Transit. We had more people come to observe with us than I thought we would
have as it was a Monday and most people would be at work, we even had a couple of Police PSOs
turn up and they had a look at the Transit through Robert Seymour’s refractor. I felt sorry for those
who were at work on that day, the weather was superb and Sun and Mercury were putting on an
amazing spectacle, to miss such an event would be a great shame.

Anthony Southwell’s 6-inch Skywatcher reflector with Solar Filter fitted ready to observe the Transit.
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Robert Seymour has some ‘official’ looking visitors to his refractor to observe the Transit, with
Peter Branson looking on.
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Observing the Transit was astounding. Brian’s home-made filter on my 6” Newtonian produced a
spectacular view of the Transit. I could see the whole disk of the Sun with a large Sunspot group on
show with the small black dot of Mercury almost opposite this Sunspot group. I had my new toy with
me, my Canon 1200D DSLR camera, I do not have a T-Ring so I can’t attach it to my telescope yet,
so I tried to image the Transit with my 1200D by holding it up to the telescope eyepiece without much
success I hasten to add. So I decided to have a go at imaging the Transit with my mobile phone
camera. So I held my mobile’s camera up to the eyepiece and after much fiddling around and trying to
keep the mobile steady, I managed to get a few decent shots, one of which appears with this report. I
managed to image the Transit with my 1200D camera by imaging Mike Dumelow’s solar projection
from his 3” Refractor, an image of that is also included in this report. All the other images within this
Report were taken using my Canon 1200D.

Anthony at the eyepiece of his 6-inch Newtonian, picture taken by Dave Maynard
with Anthony’s Canon 1200D camera.
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A Sunspot group on the Sun with the small black dot of Mercury visible. Imaged
through Anthony’s 6-inch Newtonian with a Solar filter fitted and using Anthony’s
Sony Xperia Z Smartphone camera placed at the telescope eyepiece.
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A projected image of the Sun though Mike Dumelow’s refractor. This image was taken
by Anthony Southwell with his Canon 1200D DSLR camera.
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I was blown away by these images and I was astounded at how small Mercury looked, I know that
Mercury is a small world, but to see it for ‘real’ in silhouette in front of the Sun, you really got a sense
of how small this scorched and pock-marked world actually is (Mercury is 2,439 km or 1,515 miles in
diameter and it has an eccentric orbit that ranges from 46,000,000 to 70, 000,000 km or 29,000,000 to
43,000,000). What really gave you a sense of the size of Mercury was the nearby Sunspot group. It
looked as if Mercury would fit quite comfortably within it!
Observing this Transit was a rare privilege and a treat, but you also had the realisation that you are
looking at an entire world passing in front of the Sun and that thought sent a shiver down my spine
despite the extremely warm weather and my developing Sunburn!
We also put the Society’s Lunt Solar Telescope through its paces, and after a fairly shaky start that
produced some very unimpressive images (this can be attributed more to operator error, than
anything wrong with the Solar Telescope!), we finally managed, after much fiddling around, to
produce some fantastic images of the Sun. We had the sunspot group and Mercury, but we also
managed to image a prominence on the lower western limb of the Sun, at around the 5 o’clock
position if memory serves. We even manage to resolve filaments, these are prominences that are in
front of the solar surface and we managed to see ‘granulation’ on the solar system, these are
convection cells, where hot material rises up, cools and sinks back down into the solar interior to
produce these granulation patterns on the solar surface. This was the first time I had observed them
properly and I was most impressed by them. We have a wonderful instrument and Society asset in
that Solar Telescope, we must use it at every opportunity, both for our own observing sessions and
public events to in the daytime if the sky is clear.
Later on in the day we were treated to another spectacle in the sky, with the Sun getting lower in the
West and with gathering, wispy, high altitude clouds, the conditions were perfect for the generation of
‘Sundogs.’ Sundogs are produce when the Sun is just at the right angle and ice crystals in these high
altitude clouds act like little prisms and split up the sunlight to cause these rainbow patches of light in
the sky.

A Sundog, seen later in the day as the Sun was getting lower in the sky.
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But it was better than that, for overhead was a rainbow arc, caused by the same affect of ice crystals
in high altitude clouds, we witnessed a ‘Circumzenithal Arc.’ Both effects were quite lovely, we were
certainly spoilt on that day, the Transit of Mercury and these spectacular atmospheric optical effects.
What a day and what a rare privilege to witness this cosmic ballet, and for once, the weather was on
our side! Thanks to all the DDAS members who turned up and who brought telescopes and my
personal thanks to Brian Dodson for the use of his Solar Filter, and to Libby Ray for transporting my
telescope and mount to Alvaston Park.
Finally, it was a special day for one very good reason I got to share the Transit of Mercury with my
fellow DDAS members.

A circumzenithal arc that appeared at the same time as the sundog
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